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What is a Trade Secret?

Invention

Manufacturing Process or Layout

Customer List

Formulation

Machine Specifications

Compilation of Certain Data

Source Code

“Trade secret” means information, including a 
formula, pattern, compilation, program, 
device, method, technique, or process, that:

(1) Derives independent economic value, 
actual or potential, from not being 
generally known to the public or other 
persons who can obtain economic 
value from its disclosure or use; and

(2) Is the subject of efforts that are 
reasonable under the circumstances 
to maintain its secrecy

No Set Definition for What Constitutes a Trade Secret 
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The Rise of Global Trade Secret Theft
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Third Party Suppliers/Vendors

What kinds of trade secrets are you sharing?
• Materials
• New Products

• Marketing Plans
• Manufacturing Processes

Identify threats to trade secret disclosures
• Rogue employees
• Data breaches
• Severed relationships
• Jurisdiction-specific issues

The Practical Reality The Commission on the Theft of American
Intellectual Property estimates that annual 
costs from IP losses range from $225 
billion to $600 billion.

1 in 5 corporations say 
China has stolen their IP 

within the last year 

- CNBC CFO Survey
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22% Of all cases originated 
within the industrials sector

46% Included multiple types of 
trade secrets



Case Study – Employee Resignation
n Employee approaches management 

and provides his resignation

n What should the employer do?
n As discussed previously, information qualifies as a “trade secret” if it meets 

two requirements:
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(1) the owner thereof has taken reasonable measures to keep such information secret”
and
(2) “the information derives independent economic value….”

Defense of Trade Secret Act, 18 U.S.C.§ 1839(3)



Case Study – Employee Resignation

Obtain copy and review confidentiality agreement to confirm employee’s obligations after 
separation

Conduct exit interview with employee to remind him of his obligations once he is separated from 
the company and have employee sign an acknowledgement of these continuing obligations

Immediately disable electronic access to servers, email, other electronic media that contains 
confidential and trade secret information of employer

Collect all electronic devices belonging to the company, and if necessary conduct forensic 
analysis on such devices to assess whether additional devices had access to such company’s 
devices

In all likelihood, any non-competes will be difficult to enforce – take steps to mitigate risk of tech 
transfer, but more importantly, preserve the trade secret status of company’s information
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Case Study – Company Hires High-Level Employee from 
Direct Competitor
n Employee is being on-boarded into the 

new company.

n What should the new employer do?
n Generally speaking, former employers can’t enjoin former employees from 

using general skill and expertise acquired throughout one’s career. 
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“[while] the former employee may not use confidential information or trade secrets
[in the new employment] . . . “a former employee may use general knowledge,
skill, and experience acquired in his or her former employment in competition
with a former employer . . . .”

Les Fields/C.C.H.I. Ins. Servs. v. Hines, 2016 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 162163, at *43 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 22, 2016)



Case Study – Company Hires High-Level Employee from 
Direct Competitor

Have the new employee sign an agreement that he is not in possession of and will not use or 
disclose any confidential or trade secret information of his former employer.

If applicable, have new employee keep a lower profile with respect to contacting customers, 
whether existing customer or new customers, and if practical, avoid having new employee work 
on competing technologies with old employer

Do not allow the new employee to connect any non-company devices into company devices, 
whether servers, computer, etc.

There is a fine line between an employee’s general knowledge and expertise and specific 
information of the former employer, but eliminating anything tangible should go a long way in 
protecting both new employee and new company
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Case Study – Former Company Takes Steps to Enforce its 
Trade Secrets

Send letter to new employer to advise of former employee’s obligations

Work with third party vendor to assemble forensic report detailing former employee’s 
access to electronic documents and files prior to separation from former employer 

Document and preserve evidence identifying steps taken by former employer to protect 
its trade secrets upon employee separation

If necessary, send cease and desist letter regarding new employee’s employment

Prepare complaint detailing allegations, including identification of trade secrets and steps taken 
to maintain confidentiality of such trade secrets
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Managing Trade Secrets - Be Proactive 

Create a Culture of Compliance
• Contractual provisions
• Operational responsibility
• Safeguards/Access
• Engagement – Identify individuals with responsibility for enforcing compliance

Awareness
• Due diligence
• Where are your trade secrets located?
• How are trade secrets transmitted?
• Audit rights

Strategic Assessment 
• Captive vendor/Joint venture/third party
• Location of vendor
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Trade Secrets Check List
§ specific, up-to-date NDAs
§ mark documents as confidential
§ non-compete clause
§ prohibit reverse-engineering

§ continuously train employees
§ document training
§ consider training of partners

§ appoint responsible team
§ document protective measures  

for each category of TS
§ document taken measures in a 

form presentable to court
§ install whistleblowing

reporting system

§ include specific NDAs
§ review BYOD policy
§ review email use policy
§ conduct exit interviews

§ control and enforce
policies

§ strictly and swiftly
enforce breaches

§ identify and categorize TS
§ know your “crown jewels”

PROTECTION 
FRAMEWORK

Identify 
Trade 

Secrets

Contractual 
provisions

with partners

Organizational
Tasks

Training

Employment

IT & Physical
measures

Enforcement

§ access on “Need To Know” basis
§ state-of-the-art IT security
§ encrypted communication
§ protocol access
§ “clean desk” policy
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For additional information, please contact: 
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Christine Streatfeild
Baker McKenzie
815 Connecticut Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20006
United States
T + 1 202 835 6111
F + 1 202 416 7111
christine.streatfeild
@bakermckenzie.com

Richard Wells
Baker McKenzie
815 Connecticut Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20006
United States
T + 1 202 835 6155
F + 1 202 416 7143
richard.wells
@bakermckenzie.com

Zoe Sharp
Optoro
1001 G Street, NW #1200
Washington, DC 20001
United States
T + 1 202 440 1719 
zsharp@optoro.com

Adriana Suringa Luedke
Lockheed Martin Corporation
6801 Rockledge Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817
United States
adriana.s.luedke@lmco.com



Speakers
Christine Streatfeild is a Partner in Baker McKenzie’s Washington DC office. She is a member of the North 
America Trade Secrets Steering Committee and Global Trade Secrets working group.  Christine specializes in 
unfair competition cases, including federal and state court litigation and Section 337 intellectual property and trade 
secrets disputes.  Prior to joining Baker McKenzie, Christine served as the acting deputy director of the 
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) and in the Environment and Natural Resources division of the Office of 
the United States Trade Representative.

Richard V. Wells is a partner in Baker McKenzie's Intellectual Property Practice Group. Richard has over 20 
years of experience practicing intellectual property law with a focus in the areas of trade secrets, including 
counseling and litigation, and patents, including due diligence, prosecution, counseling and litigation. Prior to 
rejoining the Firm, Richard served as intellectual property counsel for WesternGeco, a subsidiary of 
Schlumberger, in Oslo, Norway. In that role, Richard managed a global patent portfolio of several hundred patents 
and routinely advised on competitive decision making with an intellectual property angle.
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Adriana 
Suringa Luedke

Zoe Sharp

Zoe Sharp is General Counsel at Optoro, Inc., a company using innovative technology to help its clients manage 
excess and returned inventory. In that role, she provides counsel in a number of areas, including employment, 
privacy, security, compliance and software licensing.

Previously she served as special counsel to a Board Member at the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board 
(PCAOB), a nonprofit corporation established by Congress to oversee the audits of public companies.
Zoe is both a lawyer and a CPA. She is a graduate of Stanford University Law School, holds a master’s degree in 
accounting from American University, and a bachelor’s degree from Yale University. She is an adjunct instructor 
at American University’s Kogod School of Business in Accounting and Business Law, Ethics and Governance, Co-
Chair of the Board of My Sister’s Place DC, and a Forum Co-Chair of the Association of Corporate Counsel’s 
National Capital Region Technology and IP Forum.

Adriana Suringa Luedke is responsible for providing legal support on a wide array of matters including 
leadership of strategic planning for corporate intellectual property strategy and open source software initiatives; 
support of Lockheed Martin Government Affairs on legislative and regulatory data rights and intellectual property 
matters; drafting and negotiation of commercial and government contracts; management and training of the 
company’s enterprise IT contracting team; advising on enterprise IT policies and procedures and cybersecurity-
related and privacy matters; conducting intellectual property due diligence and negotiation of terms in support of 
corporate divestitures, acquisitions and venture capital investments; resolving intellectual property disputes; and 
advising on data rights and other government contract issues. 
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Baker & McKenzie LLP is a member firm of Baker & McKenzie International, a global law firm with member law firms 
around the world. In accordance with the common terminology used in professional service organizations, reference to a 
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